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Outline - Assignments


2. **Disclosure Requirements:** Enablement – pp. 155-188.

3. **Disclosure Requirements:** Best Mode; Written Description; Definiteness – pp. 188-230; 242-245.

4. **Loss of Right:** Timely Application; Public Use; Experimental Use – pp. 324-338; 342-363.

5. **Loss of Right:** On Sale Bar; Third-Party Activity – pp. 363-375; 379-406.

6. **Novelty:** Proving Date of Invention; Identity of Invention and Anticipatory Enablement; Known or Used; Described in a Printed Publication – pp. 406-428; 436-444.

7. **Novelty:** Patented; Secret Prior Art - Sections 102(e) and (g); Derivation – Section 102(f) - p. 444-463; 474-480.

8. **Novelty:** Priority - Section 102(g) – pp. 480-521.

9. **Nonobviousness:** The Graham Framework – pp. 532-571.

10. **Nonobviousness:** The Scope of the Prior Art; The Content of the Prior Art – pp. 572-620.

11. **Nonobviousness:** Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art; Secondary Considerations – pp. 620-636; **Utility** – pp. 735-758.

12. **Statutory Subject Matter:** Biotechnology-Related Inventions; Computer-Related Inventions and Business Methods – pp. 772-791; 807-843.

13. **Infringement:** Claim Interpretation – pp. 859-905.